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ENGINEERING METHODS
FOB THE
RECLAMATION OF V Z B F L ff E D LAUDS
I N ILIIIIOIS.
INTRODUCTION
In the State of Illinois there are over 2,500,000 acres of
land subject to overflow along the intra-state streams alone. Prac-
tically ninety per cent of the bottom lands of the State are unpro-
tected or inadaquately protected against flood; and it is estimated
that if they could all be brought under successful cultivation,
there would be added to the farm value of the State over |100, 000,000
There is no question as to the fertility of swamp or overflowed land;
and when it is protected by embankments to keep out the overflow and
is relieved of the excess of water by proper drainage, its produc-
tiveness is unexcelled.
The purpose of this thesis is to describe some of the prob-
lems and methods used in the drainage of overflowed lands in
Illinois. The work of the engineer from the organization of the dis-
trict to the construction of the improvement will be discussed in the
order in which they are met.
The drainage engineer in the many phases of his work re-
quires a man of many qualifications. He must familiarize himself
with the drainage lav/ of the State, so that the report and plans will
conform to its requirevents as far as legal procedure is concerned.
He must deal with the board of commissioners and the individual land
owners in his capacity of professional expert and counselor. He

4should be honest in his convictions as he is often times called upon
to revise his plans and recommendations to changes which are not eco-
nomical if not impracticable. ETt may be consulted by bond brokers or
corporations to pass upon the design and recommendations of another
in which case he must exercise good sound judgement.

5ORgANI^mOg OF DRAINAGE DIF.TRTC m
The drainage lav/s of Illinois are contained in two drainage
Acts which provide separate and complete methods of organizing drain
age districts. The provisions of one do not in any way apply to the
provisions of the other. The Act of 1879 is popularly known as " mhe
Drainage and Levee Act", and the Act of 1885 is popularly known as
"The Farm Drainage Act". Under both of these ; .cts, drainage dis-
tricts are organized upon a petition of a majority of the adult
owners of not less than one-third of the lands within the proposed
drainage districts, or under the "^arm Drainage Act a petition signed
"by the owners of the major part of the land in said proposed
district.
Under the Drainage and Levee i.ct, the petition is addressed
to the county court of the county in which the major portion or all
of the land is located
;
and when filed with the clerk of said court,
notice is given to the owners of land within the proposed district
and upon hearing, if the court is of the opinion that the proposed
drainage will be a benefit to the lands, said court will appoint pre
liminary commissioners to investigate and report with plans and spec
ifications for the proposed work. If the commissioners report and
recommend plans for drainage, a further hearing is had tad notice
given to all land owners; and if upon such hearing, the court is con
vinced that the plans are feasible and that the cost will not be
greater than the benefits, the district will be organized and the
commissioners directed to proceed with the levying of the assessment
and the construction of the work as proposed in the plans. Under
this Act, the commissioner s| are authorized to construct and
V. .. :
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6maintain levees and ditches and pumping stations wherever such may be
required. Three commissioners are appointed "by the court, and after
the district is organized permanent commissioners are appointed to
serve for one, two and three years, after which one commissioner is
appointed annually to serve for three years. These commissioners re-
port to and are subject to the orders of the county court in all mat-
ters pertaining to the construction and maintenance of the work of
the proposed drainage district.
Under the Farm Drainage Act, the petition for drainage dis-
trict is filed with the town clerk of the township in which the pro-
posed drainage district is located, and if the land lies in two
townships the petition is filed with the clerk of the township in
which the greater part of the district lies. The highway commis-
sioners are ex-officio drainage commissioners to pass upon the or-
ganization of the drainage district. If the district its organized,
the property owners elect three commissioners to serve for one, two
and three years, respectively, and elect one commissioner annually
thereafter.
Under both Acts, the land is to be classified according to
the benefits, and the assessments for construction based upon the
classification for benefits. The methods for procedure and the
rights of the property owners and the authority of the commissioners
are in general the same under both drainage Acts. Under both forms
of organization the commissioners are interested land owners and be-
come active directors of the drainage corporation.

7THE TOPOG?.APJTCAT SURVEY
In order to obtain the necessary information for the proper
design of the improvements, a topographical survey should he made of
the proposec district. The topography map serves the engineer in his
study for the best location for the levee and the interior drainage
ditches and the commissioners in their classification according to
benefits. This map should show the location of all sloughs, ponds
and swales; the improvements such as roads, buildings and fences;
all stones and monuments of land subdivision; one foot contours; the
elevation of the low spots and the extent of the timber, cultivated
and "Hft« swamp lands. Test borings should be made at different points
within the district to determine the different classes of soils and
their respective depths. This information will prove invaluable in
the design of the location and depth of the ditches and tile drains.
The success of a drainage project depends upon the ability of the
soil to produce crops after the construction of the levee, ditches
and tile drains and not entirely upon the proper design of these im-
provements. Generally the soil to be found in the overflowed lands
of the river valleys of Illinois is characteristic alluvial deposit
with occasional sand ridges, containing the elements of soil fertil-
ity which will produce large crops of grains and grasses.
The organization for a survey of 15,000 acres or more should
consist of an engineer in charge; two topography crews, each consist-
ing of a topographer, an instrumentman and three rodmen; a base line
crew consisting of an instrumentman and two rodmen; and a draftsman.
The method followed in a survey, where the base line ran
north and south thru the center of the district, will be described.

8The base line stations were set by stadia method using az-
imuth for direction and difference of elevation for levels. The az-
imuth was checked by reading- of the deflection angle right or left,
the distance by chaining, and the elevation of the stations by direct
levels* The base line crew did not take the topography but merely
set the stadia stations. After all the base line which could be eco-
nomically run from one camp had been finished, the crew was disor-
ganized, one rodman going to each of the topography crews and the
instrumentman remaining in the field office to assist the draftsman
in computing and platting. A tabulation was made giving the azimuths
the elevation and the latitude and departure of each base line sta-
tion.
The topography crews started at the base line and ran their
circuits east and west, one going to the bluffs and the other to the
river. The circuits were run on section lines, then south half a
mile and back to the base line on the quarter section line. An error
of five minutes in azimuth and 0.2 feet in elevation was allowed. A
tabulation was then made of a circuit giving the azimuth and ele-
vation of each station as read and the corrected azimuth and ele-
vation as determined by prorating the error thru the entire circuit.
The latitude and departure of each station was determined, and the
error of closure on the base line, if within reasonable limits, was
prorated. Since the lines were run east and west and north and
south, the error in latitude was prorated in the north and south
lines and the error in departure was prorated in the east west lines.
In this way the circuit was closed before it was platted. The sec-
ond circuit was run on a section line half a mile south of the
closing point and tied in to the first circuit at the bluff or the
5 1
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9river as the case might be. nhe second circuit was then continued
half a mile south and back to the base line on the quarter section
line. This method was used throughout the survey.
In open country, the stations were placed one-quarter of a
mile apart and at the forty acre corners. This enabled the topogra-
pher or instrumentman to search for the stones or monuments, which
the average rodmen do not think are necessary as a part of the
survey.
In timber, the distance between stations was necessarily
less but the instrumemtman in going from one station to the next
passed the corner and could search for monuments. It sometimes be-
came necessary to set spur stations in order to obtain all the detail
that was necessary. If the spur was set by the rodman it would prob-
ably not be at the best point for securing the detail and a second
station must be set. If the instrumentman chose hit own point, and
obtained his azimuth from a circuit station by compast bearing^ the
error would be within the results obtained by usual stadia methods.
The topographer was supplied with sketch sheets and sketch
board holding four matched sheets. He platted the side shots at they
were taken, and from the sheets platted on the previous circuit could
tell if the territory was sufficiently covered. Then the instru-
mentman moved ahead to the next station, the topographer could cover
the territory just taken, sketch the detail and arrive at the fore
station by the time the instrumentman was ready to take the side
shots
.
The sketches were platted on 8|-"X ll"sheets with a semi-
circular protractor and to the same scale as the finished map.
""he cost of a topography survey by this method will range
tit '
oil i?
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from fifteen to twenty cents per acre depending upon the time of year
the proportion of timber and open country and the amount of detail.
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THE DEBIOg
Levee
r?he next step is the paper location and design of the levee,
diversion channels, ditches and drains. The levee should be located
on stable ground where there is sufficient room for borrow pit on the
river side and a foreshore of timber between the borrow pit and the
river.
The height should not be less than three feet above high
water to prevent the overtopping of the levee by waves. The high
water is determined from' gage readings at nearby stations or from
marks set by the local settlers.
Detailed data concerning the low waters and the record high
waters of the I.'.isL issippi and Illinois Rivers is available from vari-
ous publications and reports. The data on the Mississippi River may
be obtained from the publications of the Mississippi River Commis-
sion. The report by the Unite i States War Department on the survey
of Illinois and Des Plaincs Rivers furnishes complete records and
profiles of the Illinois River. Publications of the United States
Geological c urvr^y and State Geological Purvey give detailed infor-
mation on many of the smaller streams within the State.
The cross-section of the levee depends u on its height, the
material, and the length of time it is exposed to high water. Along
the Illinois River the practice has been a three foot top and com-
bined side slopes of 4:1 or 5:ljand along the Mississippi River, a
minimum section of six foot top and combined side slopes of 5:1.
The levee extends from the bluff or highland to the river,
down the river along the district, and then back to the bluffs at
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the lower end.
Hill Strgragtg
^he next problem is to take care of the hill streams which
discharge upon the low lands within the district. These streams
carry a large amount of sediment, the slopes are steep and the run-
off after heavy rains is much greater than from the low flat lands.
There are two methods which may "be used:-
1-The water from the hills may be conveyed in ditches thru the dis-
trict to a pumping plant of adequate capacity.
2-The water, may be diverted thru channels directly to the river,
without permitting the flooding of the low lands within the district.
The first method is the cheapest for small creeks unless
there are several which enter the low lands near one another, and
have a total run-off sufficiently large so that increased cost due
to the diversion channel and levee would off-set the increase in
co£.t of the ditch, its maintenance and the additional pumping. The
sediment is unloaded as soon as the stream reaches the flatter lands
and the velocity is decreased, and consequently if the hill streams
flow directly into ditches on flatter grades in the bottom lands,
there is one inevitable result: the filling of the ditches and the
necessary failure of drainage, unless the ditches are reducing. The
best method for caring for hill streams is to provide settling ba-
sins, to permit the checking of the flow of water for a sufficient
time to permit the depositing of the heavier sediments, after which
the flood waters can flow thru the ditches of small slope without
filling them with sediment. The settling basin is surrounded by
levees of sufficient height to control the flood waters within the

limited area. A rock and brush spillway should be constructed at
the outlet of the settling basin to prevent cut by the water in its
discharge into the drainage ditch. In time the settling basin may
become filled with sediment to such a height that it is no longer
adaptable to use as a settling basin and a new tract adjacent there-
to may be taken. The land which has served as a settling basin be-
comes available for farming, and experience shows that such areas
are very productive. These settling basins require more or less con
tinuous attention for their proper care and maintenance, but this
method is the most economical and the only successful method of pre-
venting the filling of the ditches.
In case the hill stream is diverted, it is necessary to ex-
tend the levee along the bluff to the stream, allowing sufficient
floodway between the levee and bluff or between two levees. The max
imum run-off from the hill stream in question is usually indetermi-
nate on account of the lack of authentic data. Consequently a com-
parison must be made with similar streams which have been investi-
gated. Great caution should be taken in the application of results
observed in one locality to the solution of problems arising in
another
.
Detailed data regarding rainfall, stream gaugings and flood
discharge may be obtained from reports of the United f.tates 7/eather
3ureau and the publications of the United States Geological Survey.
A number of formulae have been suggested by engineers based upon
discharge measurements of areas of various sizes. The following
formulae have been proposed in which; "Q" is the total run-off in
cubic feet oer second; "q." the run-off in cubic feet per second
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per square mile; "M" the area of the watershed in square miles; and
"c" a factor determined from experience :-
J.P.Frizzell c * To be determined by
experience for the partic-
ular area or by similarity
of condition,
L.E.Cooley c -- 180 to 200.
A. II. Talbot c * 500 for areas less
than 200 square miles.
J. tf. Fanning c - 200.
S.H.Bremner
E .C .Iuurphy
J.A.Harman
From an extensive study of the run-off from the Kaskaskia
River valley, J.A.Harman has developed the above formula for run-off.
From the average measured discharge of 10 cubic feet per second per
square mile for a drainage area of 1000 square miles, the following
values of the factor "c" were determined;
Formula(l) c = 316
Formula ( 2A) c - 100
Formula(3) c - 63
From the bank full stage of the natural channels having a capacity
of 3 1/3 cubic feet per second per square mile, the following value
of "c" was derived;
Formula(2B) c - 33
Curves have been prepared for comparison showing the run-
off in cubic feet per second per square mile as determined by the
above formulae using the value of the factor ,Tc" suggested by the
Formula(l) Q = eViZ
Formula( 2) Z = c\^T2
Formula(3) = cfap
Formula! 4) Q- cfol*
Formula(5) Q - Hgfj£$$
Formula(6) Q - K(||||g^l5)
Formula(7) Q » K
(i
I {I "
'
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authors and the value as determined from the discharge measurements
as above noted. The curves are shown on Drawing 1.
In computing the required area of channel and floodway, the
following formulae are used:-
Formula(8) v * cVrs Chezy
1.811. x-y c . »00281
—-—+-41.b + o
Formula ( 9 ) c* Kutter
1 + ( 41 . 6 -» g—
)
Formula(lO) Q = Av
where v = mean velocity in feet per second,
c = a variable coefficient,
,
_ , . A area in square feet
r - hydraulic radius - - , ,
, .
p wetted perimeter in feet
s = surface slope per foot of length,
n = coefficient of roughness,
A = area of water cross-section in square feet,
3 = discharge in cubic feet per second,
A cross-section must be assumed and the capacity computed.
This method is followed until a section is found where the capacity
will be sufficient to carry the run-off as determined. The assumed
section is divided into two parts: "Ac", the channel proper includ-
ing the area of the floodway immediately above and between the lines
of the bank of the channel projected vertically to the flood plane;
and "Af " , the combined areas between the above section and the lev-
ees on both sides. The values of "r" are determined as follows:
"re " = area of bank full stage divided by the wetted perimeter there-
of, and adding to the quotient the depth from bank full to the flood
stage; and "r^ " area in floodway (A$) divided by the total bottom
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width of floodway plus the two side slopes of the levees. The mean
velocity is determined for each area and the total discharge capacity
computed.
Example:- .Vhat is the required .floodway necessary for a
stream having a drainage area of 90 square miles and a slope along
the bluff of 1.5 feet per mile? Floodway to be cleared of all tim-
ber and brush and free of obstructions.
Assume drainage area to be similar to that from which Form-
ula (7) was derived. Run-off from Curve 7, Drawing 1, q = 118 cubic
feet per second per square mile. Total run-off = 118 X 90= 10620
cubic feet per second. Assome the following section:
-
43o
A c ^ 40 -h 48x 48 x 6 = 640
352
-+- 6 = 12.1
Af - ( ,:0+ 470) 6 = 2760
2760
8.9 + 40 +- 8.9
n = .025
s = .0002
vc = 5.4
Qe = 640 X 5.4 = 2460
Q = 5460 + 7450 = 10910
Capacity- 10910 cubic feet per second.
Run-off- 10620 cubic feet per second.
19 4- S0+ + 19
n = .0.-0
s = .0002
v f = 2.7
:; f = 2760 X 2.7 = 7450
= 5.5
o ' J.I "Mi VL: M
1
1 "' d
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Interior Drainage
After the levees for protection from river overflow and the
proper treatment of the hill streams have been provided for, the next
step is a system of interior drainage ditches.
The process of drainage, either natural or artificial, regu-
lates the quantity of water in the soil by providing the means by
which its surplus may pass off by gravity. This surplus may be
caused by rainfall direct or by seepage from lands which occupy a
higher level.
Cpen Ditches
Surface drainage is accomplished by open ditches which in
addition to receiving and removing water from the surface of land
adjacent to them, also serve as outlets for the water which perco-
lates thru a porous substratum thru which the ditches are excavated
and also for the tile under-drains
.
The ditches should be located so as to give the necessary
outlets for all the land within the district. Deep sloughs should
be utilized, as they also serve as reservoirs in time of heavy rains,
'.'/hen it is practicable, the location should be made on the property
lines so as not to cut up the different tracts.
The depth of a ditch is governed by the elevation of the
lowest ground it is to drain. The grade should be established so
that the ditch will be about six feet deep in the ponds and lakes
thru which it passes and will allow a depth of 3 to 4& feet in all
the tile drains for which it serves as an outlet. It is desirable
that ditches have sufficient fall to be self-cleaning.
The size of the ditch depends cspon the drainage area and

the fall that can he obtained along the various parts of its course.
The design of the side slopes of the ditch should be baser1 upon an
investigation of the soil to obtain as nearly as possible the slope
at which the sides will remain stable after construction. The slope
will vary from g horizontal to 1 vertical in very stable soils to 2
to 1 for sandy soils, a slope of 1 to 1 having been found satisfac-
tory for average soils. The required cross-section of the ditch
should be determined at the different points where the grade changes
and where branch or lateral ditches enter. On account of the fill-
ing and the possible clogging of ditches, the minimum bottom width
should not be less than eight feet. The contractors equipment for
use in ditches to be built with the floating dredge will not permit
the specifying of a narrower bottom width as the resulting ditch
will be one having the required top width, a bottom width of about
eight feet and steep side slopes. The bottom width should be de-
signed so that the water surface at the maximum run-off condition
will be about two feet below the average bank of the ditch to pre-
vent the flooding and drowning of the adjacent cultivation. The
maximum run-off from the lands within the district depend upon the
rainfall, the topography, the size and shape, and the nature of the
soil. C.G.Elliott, from data collected on areas in Central Illinois
gives the following formula for maximum run-off for open ditches:
-
Formula(ll) q. = — -11.3
19.2 +^
v/here q = run-off in cubic feet per second per square mile,
M - drainage area in square miles.
This formula has been platted in the form of a curve, see Drawing 2.
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Ditches having a capacity of i inch in depth in twenty four hours
have given satisfactory drainage in the alluvial soils of Illinois.
To convert the run-off in inches in depth in twenty four hours to
cubic feet per second, the following constants are used:-
1/8 inch per acre in twenty four hours * 0.0052 cu. ft. per sec.
" = 0.0105 " " " "
" " = 0.0210 " "
" " = 0.0215 " " " "
f * * 0.0420 * " " "
The size of the ditch is computed from Formulae (8), (9)
and (10), see page 15. Curves have been prepared for the design of
ditches by Formulae (8), (9) and (10), see Drawings g, 4, 5 and 6.
A cross-section must be assumed and the capacity computed.
Example:- Assume a ditch having a bottom width of thirty
feet, depth of flow of five feet, coefficient of roughness of .025
and surface slope of .024 feet per hundred feet. On Drawing 3, from
the bottom width of thirty feet on the scale of the upper curves pro-
ject horizontally to the intersection with curve of depth of flow of
five; then project vertically to the intersection with the scale of
slopes of .00024; the point thus established gives a value of "v ,T
equal to 2.75. On Drawing 6, enter the upper curves as before; pro-
ject horizontally to the intersection with curve of depth of flow of
five; then project vertically to the value of "v" as determined; and
then project horizontally to the scale for "'"; the result is found
to be a discharge capacity of 480 cubic feet per second. In case a
different value of "n", the coefficient of roughness is assumed, the
value of "r" is taken from the horizontal scale of the upper curves
1/4
1/2
2/4
1
tl M
Tl It
tr tr
tt Tl
it tt
tt tr
tt it
tt ft

in the vertical projection on Drawing 3. On Drawing 4 or 5 for the
assumed value of "n" enter the curves with the value of "r" as deter-
mined; project vertically as before to the intersection with the
scale of slopes to obtain the value of "v", and then proceed as be-
fore with Drawing 6 to obtain the value of
Tile Drains
Underdrainage is best accomplished by means of drain tiles.
'.Vhen the area to be drained becomes so small that it can be done ef-
ficiently and economically by tile, this method should be used. In
a large system of drainage, the main tile drains are included in the
improvement and the branch and lateral drains are left for each
owner to construct after the main system has been completed. The
drainage of each tract becomes a special problem for the engineer,
each requiring its own study of the best method to be used.
There are several questions to be considered in determining
the size of tile that should be used:-
1-The depth of water to remove from the land in twenty four hours,
in order to secure the desired condition of the soil,
2-The rapidity with which the water will be brought to the main
drains,
3-The surface drainage available for carrying unusual rains,
4-The nature of the soil as regards its drainage properties,
5-The grade upon which the drain can be laid.
There are times when the entire rainfall will be taken up
by the soil. At other times, when the rains are frequent and heavy
and the soil becomes filled with water, it may be necessary to re-
move a large part of what falls in twenty four hours. There are
t
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times when the rainfall is so heavy that the water can not pass thru
the soil fast enough and a part must run off on the surface.
Drains having a capacity of \ inch in depth in twenty four
hours afford^ good drainage in the alluvial soils of Illinois. The
size of the drain required is computed from the following formulae :-
Formula(12) v= m\j fv^Ip Elliott
Formula( 13 ) Q = av
where v ~ velocity of flow in feet per second,
d - diameter of tile in feet,
h = head, or difference in elevation between outlet and
upper end in feet,
k = depth of soil in feet over drain at upper end,
1 » length of drain in feet,
a * sectional area of tile in square feet,
3 = discharge in cubic feet per second.
The success of a well designed and constructed tile system
depends to a large extent on the proper protection of its outlet in-
to the open ditch. The depth at the outlet should be at least one
and one-half feet above the grade of the open ditch to allow a free
discharge and some filling in the open ditch. To prevent the tile
from being undermined and displaced, some form of outlet abutment
should be constructed. For the larger sizes of tile this is best
accomplished by a concrete wall with wing walls and the base about
two feet below the bottom of the open ditch. An apron or floor
should extend out from the wall to prevent wash. It is also desir-
able to protect the drain from the entrance of animals by the means
of small bars in front of the tile outlet.

2Sluiceway and Pumping Plant
The excess water within the district is delivered to some
point by the tile drains and open ditches, and there dischargee' "by
means of sluiceways or pumps into the river. In case the stage of
the river remains low enough for a sufficient time to allow gravity
drainage, a sluiceway should be constructed in the levee. ?]ach
sluiceway should be provided with a sliding hand - operated gate
which can be closed when the water in the river becomes higher than
the water in the district. When the water in the river remains
above the outlet of the sluiceway for long periods and does not per-
mit the discharge of the accumalated water in the district, a pump-
ing plant should "be installed to lift the water over the levee. The
service of a competent mechanical engineer should be secured to de-
sign and install the pumping plant.
Ml
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REPORT OF ENGIJTEER
The report of the engineer on the preliminary survey and
the plan for drainage is submitted to the commissioners of the pro-
posed district. This report should be complete, stating the find-
ings and recommendations in a concise and intelligible manner. The
report should contain a discussion of the following subjects: loca-
tion; watershed; soil; surveys, plats, plans and profiles; the plan;
bridges; right-of-way; specifications; conclusions; recommendations;
and estimate of cost.
The estimating of the total approximate cost requires an
intelligent consideration of all the items involved. The engineer
must be familiar with and recognize the items of cott of construc-
tion which must be considered by contractors and should deduce the
estimates from the contractor's standpoint.
The following unit prices have been obtained upon earthwork
in Illinois, Iowa and Kissouri within the past three or four years.
Levee- Dipper dredge 12 15^ per cubic yard
Suction dredge 11.25^ " n "
Drag line machine 10.25-15^ ,T "
Team 20 25^ n
Ditches- Dipper dredge 7 " " "
Drag line machine 8 15c7 " " n
The above prices are based upon work where the amount of material to
be moved would require a machine at least one season to complete
same.
The cost of the main tile drains does not admit of accurate
approximation on account of the fluctuation of the cost of labor.
I
The cost of the tile delivered at the nearest railroad station may
be obtained from the manufacturers. Curves have been prepared for
estimating the cost of hauling and distributing tile, trenching,
laying the tile and the backfilling of the trench, see Drawing 7
and 8.
ASnSSGOIlIT OF 32iraFITS
The commissioners make their report to the court and recom-
mend the plans for drainage as proposed in the report of the engi-
neer, a hearing is held, the plans are approved, the district is
then organized, and the commissioners are directed to proceed with
the levying of the assessment and the construction of the work. In
the appraisal of damages and the assessment of benefits, the engi-
neer is usally called upon to assist the commissioners in this work.
The consideration of damage is conducted regardless of benefits, and
is disposed of before the assessment is made. In the assessment of
benefits, some plan is followed in which an equitable ratio of bene-
fits is secured for all the lands within the district. A tract con-
taining forty acres may be used as a unit and the estimated degree
of benefit which it receives made the basis of its apportionment of
the total cost of the improvement. The different factors of benefit
are taken up separately and assigned a per cent which indicates the
proportion of maximum benefit that each tract receives under that
factor. The several per cents of each tract are then multiplied to-
gether to form its total per cent of benefit. Some of the factors
to be considered are the wetness of the land, the proximity to the
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ditch, the completeness of the outlet, the readiness for cultiva-
tion, the fertility of the soil, and the distance from a natural
outlet. The per cent of benefit under each factor should he a£ sign-
ed on the ground after a personal inspection of each tract and with
the plans and profiles at hand. The assessment roll is then pre-
pared showing the cost apportioned to each tract. The total assess-
ment on all the lands within the district should be e^ual to the to-
tal estimated cost of the work as shown in the estimate of cost by
the engineer.
The assessment roll is filed, due notice given, and a hear-
ing of objections held. After the confirmation of the assessment
roll by the court, bonds are issued and the contracts let for the
construction of the work.
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THE LOCATION SURVEY
As soon as the assessment roll has "been confirmed , the lev-
ee t channels and ditches are located as shown upon the approved
plans*
The organization for this survey should consist of an engi-
neer in charge; transit crew composed of an instrumentman, head and
rear chainman, stakeman and one or more axemen; and a level crew
composed of instrumentman, rodman and axeman.
The location notes should he computed from the maps and data
obtained on the topographical survey. Distances and "bearings from
stadia stations to points on the location line should he determined
and tie-ins made every one to one and one-half miles. The location
lines should he witnessed to trees or stakes at the beginning and
end of curves and at intermediate points on long tangents. If the
location follows property lines, a survey should first he made to
accurately determine these lines.
Levels should he run and cross-section taken to determine
the theoretical amount of embankment or excavation necessary to con-
struct the work according to the plans and specifications. Bench
marks should be established every one-half mile for the use of the
inspector on the construction work.
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31 DDI gJ PLAITS A2H SPECIFlCAmIC'JS
After bonds have been issued to provide the funds to fi-
nance the work, the bidding plans and specifications are prepared,
bids are received, and the contracts are awarded for the construc-
tion of the work,
Whenever the cost of the work to be constructed exceeds
five hundred dollars, the work must be advertised, sealed bids re-
ceived and the contract awarded to the lowest responsible bidder.
Ilotice to Contractors
The notice to contractors must be published in some news-
paper issued in the county for at least twenty days. The notice
shall set out the time and place the bids are to be received, the
kind of work to be let and the terms of payment.
Specifications
The specifications for the work should be complete to in-
sure the proper construction of the work. There are special condi-
tions which require treatment in the specifications but the follow-
ing discussion will indicate the necessary items that should be
included.
Instructions to bidders should state where the plans and
profiles are on file; the method of making out the bid; the kind
and amount of guarantee deposit to accompany the bid; the time limit
to execute the contract; the kind and amount of bond to be furnished
by the successful bidder; a description of the work setting forth 'the
location, extent and approximate quantities of each section of the
work; and the date of commencement and completion of the work on
each section. The work should be divided into sections depending
„
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upon the different kinds of machinery and equipment necessary to be
used and upon the time to be allowed in the completion of the work.
In the construction of levee and ditches the kind and class of ma-
chine of the average contractor will not average over 35,000 to
40,000 cubic yards of embankment or excavation for each month of op-
eration. If the work is to be completed within one year, each sec-
tion should not contain more than 350,000 to 400,000 cubic yards
of earthwork. The division of the work into a number of sections
with the provision that the work may be let as a whole or by sec-
tions to one or more contractors, will allow contractors with one
or two machines to bid upon that part of the work suitable for their
equipment. The short time limit will necessarily require more ma-
chines and an increase in the unit cost of the earthwork due to the
expense of bringing the equipment to the work but this increase in
cost will generally be less than value of the crops raised during
the time gained.
General conditions should state the responsibility of the
contractor in case he should sub-let any of the work; the penalty
for non-completion of the work in the time specified; the conditions
for granting an extension of time; the protection to the district
by the contractor against damages due to the use of explosives, the
safe keeping of the contractor's equipment and work, the laws relat-
ing to lines, injuries to workmen and property, and the use of pat-
ented articles or appliances; method of payments; progress of the
work; changes; and extras.
Detail specifications should be given for the method of
constructing the levee, ditches, tile drains, and other work.
1
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Levee, The foundation for a levee should be cleared of all
trees, stumps and trash, and then be thoroughly plowed to a depth of
six inches. A muck ditch should be constructed under the center of
the levee of sufficient depth and width to cut thru any vegetable
matter, holes or sand strata which may lie under the surface. The
object of the muck ditch is to unite the embankment to the earth, and
cut off any material which might cause seepage. This ditch should
not be less than three feet wide at the bottom and three feet in
depth, its cross-section depending entirely upon the kind of mate-
rial thru which it passes. In case of slough crossings where there
is special danger of seepage, sheet piling should be driven to form
a core for the levee*
The embankment should be started at the full width of the
slope stakes and be carried up to the gross fill. .'/here levees are
built with scrapers, the material should be deposited in layers not
exceeding two feet in depth. If dredges are used and the material
is so soft that it will not stand to the height and slopes speci-
fied, it is necessary to go over the work two or more times to bring
the levee to the specified section. The levee should be built to
such height and width that when fully settled it will conform to the
specified cross-section.
Only clean earth, free from trash and roots, should be
placed in the levee. Such earth should be taken from the river
side, leaving a berm of not less than fifteen feet between the out-
side toe of the levee and the edge of the borrow pit. Ho material
should be excavated which would under-cut the outside slope of the
levee produced. In case the embankment is built along rivers

having a strong current, bars should be left in the borrow pit at
intervals of about five hundred feet. Jo frozen material should be
allowed to be deposited in the levee, and no levee should be built
or extended upon a frozen surface.
Open Ditches. The material excavated from the ditches
should be deposited about equally on each side, leaving- berms of not
less than ten feet in width between the center slopes of the ditch
and the spoil banks. Openings should be left in the spoil banks for
admission of water at intervals of not more than five hundred feet
and at all depressions where water might accumalate.
Tile Drains. The tile should be of sufficient thickness
and strength to withstand the earth pressure of the depth to which
it is to be laid. The tile should be round in form, straight and
free from checks or cracks. If clay tile are specified, they should
be well burned. Vitrification, altho not essential, is always a de-
sirable quality in drain tile. Cement or concrete tile should be
subject at the option of the engineer, to standard tests for same.
The trench should be dug beginning at the outlet, or at the
junction with another tile drain, and proceed toward the upper end.
The digging should not go deeper than the proposed grade line and
should be graded evenly by means of the "line and gage" or "target"
method so as to obtain a solid and true bottom upon which to lay the
tile. iVherewever sand or fine silt is encountered, the excavation
should extend below the grade line and be filled with clay, straw or
other acceptable material. '/hen a change in direction of the drain
is made, it should be cone by means of a small curve.
The laying of the tile should begin at the lower end and
slid n
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proceed up stream. The tile should be laid as closely as possible
and the pieces turned over until the upper edges close. In making
curves, the cracks should he covered with bats or broken pieces of
tile. Junctions should be made with "Y" branches.
After the tile have been laid and inspected, they should be
sufficiently blinded so that they will not be moved in the complete
filling of the trench. The filling should be made as soon as prac-
ticable in order to lessen the risk from injury by freshets.
Form of Bid
A form of bid should be included in the specifications to
secure uniformity of the bids and to make comparison thereof. This
form should state the number of the section of the work, the name
and extent of each part thereof and the blank space for the bid
thereon. In case of levee and ditches the bid should be a unit
price per cubic yard. In case of tile drains the bid should be for
a unit price per foot or per hundred feet for varying depths in in-
crements of one to one and one-half feet or for a lump sum for the
entire section. The unit price bid will allow for the changing,
lengthening or shortening of any part of the proposed improvement
without an excessive extra frcm the contractor.
Form of Bond
Altho not essential it is desirable to include a form of
bond in the specifications eo that the contractor in submitting his
bid, will know the kind of bond he will be required to furnish and
which will be acceptable to the commissioners of the district.
Bidding Plans
The bidding plans should consist of a general map of the
4
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district showing the location of the work and the necessary profiles
showing the surface of the ground, the depth and slope of the grade
line, the complete cross-section of the levee and ditches and the
changes in size for the ditches and tile drains.
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COgSTRgCTIOH
The construction of the levee, ditches and drains should he
under the direct supervision of a competent inspector. In case the
improvements are of such a magnitude to warrant it, a resident engi-
neer may he placed in charge and held responsible for the construc-
tion of the work according to the plans and specifications. Other-
wise an inspector should he in charge and report to the office of
the supervising engineer. The reports should he made daily so that
the engineer will be completely informed as to the progress of the
work.
A tabulation should he furnished the contractor showing the
fill for the levee or the cut for the ditch at each station of the
work. -The inspector should visit each machine or each part of the
work at least twice a month and check up the construction to verify
the location and the method being followed. He should obtain the
necessary data for the monthly estimates to be allowed the contract- -
or and submit to the engineer for the preparation and writing in
time for the monthly meeting of the commissioners. Complete cross-
sections at each station should be taken of the levee and ditches
and platted on standard cross-section paper. The kinds of material
encountered and approximate per cents of each kind should be noted
to serve the engineer in his determination of the amount of shrink-
age to be required on the levee. The shrinkage will vary from ten
per cent for clay to fifteen and twenty per cent for loam. The
shrinkage item is quite an uncertainty for the contractor as he is
required by the specifications to build the levee so that when fully
settled it will conform to the specified section. A maximum of not
•51 n
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more than twenty per cent should he specified for shrinkage to fur-
nish a basis to the contractor for bidding. If borings could be
made to determine the kind of material to be obtained in the con-
struction of the levee and a fixed per cent for shrinkage specified,
a lower unit price might be obtained in the bid.
The acceptance of the work or any section thereof rests
with the commissioners of the district. Upon the completion of any
section the engineer should issue a final estimate certificate, set-
ting forth the value of the work done and deducting therefrom the
amounts paid, with his recommendation for its acceptance. The com-
missioners accompanied by the engineer should inspect all the work
before its final acceptance to satisfy themselves before the con-
tractor is released from his responsibility for the same.
The engineer should serve the contractor in every possible
way to obtain the results desired in as short a time as possible.
He should not be under any obligations whatever to the contractor
as he is in the employ of the district and should work to its advan-
tage in securing the proper construction of the improvements in ac-
cordance with the plans and specifications therefor.
The office methods used and cost data obtained in the con-
struction of the levee and ditches for the East Peoria Drainage and
Levee District will be described.
The contract was awarded to the Federal Contracting Company
of 3eardstown, Illinois, at the following prices:-
For Levee and Lluck ditch 6 14 9/l0 cents per cubic yard^ ,
For Drainage ditches & 11 1/4 cents per cubic yard.
*'.3. ' )<:
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The timber on the right ol" way of the levee and ditches was
cleared by the different land owners before the construction work be-
gan. The stumps within the levee base were removed with dynamite at
a cost of eighty three dollars per acre. The conditions for blast-
ing were very favorable as the stumps were small and scattering. In
the llutwood Drainage and Levee District, the stump expense was about
three times as much per acre.
FIG. 1 Dynamiting stumps and muck ditch on levee base.
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A muck ditch was required wherever the height of the levee
was ten feet or greater. This muck ditch was constructed with dyna-
mite, using one-half pound sticks in holes bored one foot apart on
the center line of the levee. The cost of blowing the muck ditch
was fourteen dollars per hundred feet.
FIG- . 2 Muck ditch.
The levee was constructed with a floating dipper dredge
having a two and one-half yard dipper. The dredge began work on the
levee April 23, 1911, and was actually at work on same about eight
months. In Uovember, while bringing the levee to the required
height, the dredge sunk. After the dredge had been raised, it was
necessary to remove it from the work for repairs and complete the
levee by hand. This work was not finished until the spring of 1912.
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FIG. 5 Dredge starting work on levee*
On or "before the fifteenth day of each month, estimates
were made of the amount of work done during the preceding calender
month. Eighty per cent of the value of the work as shown by said
estimates was allowed the contractor, and the remaining twenty per
cent was retained until the final completion and acceptance of the
work.
The specified cross-section of the levee was platted for
each station on standard cross-section paper to a scale of one inch
equals five feet vertically and one inch equals ten feet horizon-
tally. The cross-sections taken for use in making estimates were
platted over the specified section for each corresponding station,
see Drawing 9. The area "between the sections was measured with a
planimeter. These areas were reduced to yardage per station and
subtracted from the theoretical yardage for the corresponding

stations. Eighty five per cent of the actual yardage within the
specified section was allowed in the estimate to the contractor and
fifteen per cent was retained to allow for shrinkage. Prom the
platted cross-sections, it could be determined if the contractor was
placing the dirt within the specified section and full out to the
slopes,
A resume was kept showing the station numbers, the theoret-
ical yardage, the yardage allowed in each estimate and the total
yardage allowed per station, see Drawing 10. The yardage allowed in
the estimate was taken from this resume. 3y this method, the condi-
tion of any station of the levee was known.
The ditches were constructed with a floating dipper dredge
having a one and one-quarter dipper. This dredge began work about
July 10, 1911, and completed the ditches on November 1, 1911.
In the case of the ditches, no cross-sections were platted
and no resume kept. The ditches, being twelve feet in bottom width,
were generally dug full depth and full width as the work progressed.
In case there was a place that was incomplete, it was marked on the
ground and the ditch completed as the dredge came out.
A progress chart was kept for the levee, see Drawing 11,
and for the interior ditch work, see Drawing 12. From these charts,
it could be determined if the contractor had sufficient equipment to
complete the work within the specified time.
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